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AGENDA Tuesday, June 7, 2016
7:30-8:15am Registration and Continental Breakfast
8:15-8:30amWelcoming Remarks
     Gary L. Bernardini, MD, PhD
8:30-9:00amComfortably Numb: Diagnosis and Treatment of CIDP and Related Polyneuropathies
     Paul Magda, DO
     Attending Neurologist, NYP/Queens
     Assistant Clinical Professor of Neurology
     Weill Cornell Medical College
9:00-9:30amWrecking Ball: Staying Inspired with Treatment for Headache Patients
     Suja Johnkutty, MD, ABPN
     Director of the Headache Clinic
     Attending Neurologist, NYP/Queens
9:30-10:00amBack to Zero: Surgical Management of Low Back Pain Syndrome
     Jaime H. Nieto, MD
     Chief of Neurosurgery
     Department of Surgery, NYP/Queens
     Assistant Clinical Professor of Neurological Surgery
     Weill Cornell Medical College
10:00-10:30amBreak
10:30-11:00amShake Baby Shake: Epilepsy and Seizures: How to Recognize and How to Treat
     Hind Kettani, MD
     Director of Epilepsy;
     Attending Neurologist, NYP/Queens
     Assistant Clinical Professor of Neurology
     Weill Cornell Medical College
11:00-11:30amSpeed of Sound: Utilization of Transcranial Doppler (TCD) in Evaluation of Stroke
     Feliks Koyfman, MD
     Attending, Department of Neurology
     Assistant Professor of Clinical Neurology
     Weill Cornell Medical College
11:30-12:00pmOpen Up Your Eyes: Essentials of Neuro-ophthalmology for Primary Care
     Michael P. Lerario, MD
     Attending, Department of Neurology
     Assistant Professor of Clinical Neurology
     Weill Cornell Medical College
12:00-12:15pmBreak
12:15-12:45pmStrokkin: Diagnosis and Management of Acute Ischemic Stroke
     Gary L. Bernardini, MD, PhD
12:45-1:15pmWalk This Way: Physician Assistant Perspective of Management of Stroke Patients in the ED
     Susan A. Denn, PA
     Chief Physician Assistant of Medicine, NYP/Queens
1:15-1:45pmNo Turning Back: Update on Neuroendovascular Therapies for Acute Ischemic Stroke
     Ning Lin, MD
     Attending Neurosurgeon, Department of Surgery, NYP/Queens
     Assistant Professor of Neurological Surgery
     Weill Cornell Medical College
1:45-2:00pmClosing Remarks/Lunch